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Our logo is the face and signature of our brand.  It connects the brand to all forms of communication.  The more 
consistent our logo looks and is used the more likely it will be remembered and make an impact.  

Our logo is made up of two elements: the leaf and plug symbol and the ConVerdant Vehicle Logotype.  
Always use master artworks for logo and consistency.

We have different configurations and 
color version of our logo, depending on 
where we’re using it.  The following will 

explain these in more detail.  

The Logo’s to the right is our two 
color and  one color logo used in all our 
advertising.  The black version and is 

used on our documets and letter heads 
that we send out to companies and 
customers that we must fax and are 

unable to use the two color logo.

The four logos used to above are 
strictly promotional we use the black, 

brown and green as decals and stickers, as 
well as using them on our t-shirts, pens, 
bags, and anything advertising related.

Lastly the gray version is the metal plate 
that will be placed on vehicles that have 
the plug out/ plug in systems installed.

Logo
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ConVerdant Vehicles 
prides itself on having 
a recognizable symbol 
and logotype maintin a 

minimal amount of 
non-encroachment will 

allow our logo
 to stand out.

Under no circumstances 
should text or images 
ever enter the area of 

non-encroachment and 
obstruct the symbol or 

logotype at anytime.

The minimal area of 
non-encroachment for 

the Converdant Vehicles 
Symbol and Logotype 

is the height of the plug 
portion of the symbol.

The area of minimal 
Non-Encroachment

is required in order to 
avoid additional material 

within a document to 
lessen the impact

 of the logo

NOTE : All default typefaces are acceptable only for word processing applications.

All colors are for example purposes and are subject to change dependant upon the document/content.

ConVerdant Vehicles

Si
ze

Maximum size 24 Points

ConVerdant Vehicles
Minimum Size 8 Points

ConVerdant Vehicles

ConVerdant Vehicles

ConVerdant Vehicles

Headlines 18 Points

Subheads 14 Points

Page content/ Copy 11 Points

Coolvetica Regular
ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ

abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz
1234567890

Example

Typography is the key contributor in 
mainting corporate character, identity 

and consitency.  Typography stan-
dards should be consitently applied; 
the typography standards for Con-

Verdant Vehicles is Coolvetic Regular.  
The information below outlines all 

uses fo Coolvetica Regular as they 
relate to all  ConVerdant Vehicle 

assets and Communications. 
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Pr
im

ar
y

R : 104
G : 089
B : 036

R : 084
G : 185
B : 074

R : 255
G : 255
B : 255

C  : 069
M : 000
Y : 098
K : 000

C  : 050
M : 052
Y : 100
K : 034

C  : 000
M : 000
Y : 000
K : 000

Se
co

nd
ar

y

R : 059
G : 121
B : 058

C  : 079
M : 030
Y : 100
K : 017

R : 060
G : 053
B : 021

C  : 056
M : 061
Y : 094
K : 060

R : 084
G : 185
B : 074

C  : 069
M : 000
Y : 098
K : 000

R : 132
G : 132
B : 127

C  : 050
M : 041
Y : 045
K : 007

R : 035
G : 031
B : 032

C  : 000
M : 000
Y : 000
K : 100

R : 084
G : 185
B : 074

C  : 069
M : 000
Y : 098
K : 000

**WITH A LINEAR GRADIENT

**WITH 54% OPACITY SETTING

The three primary colors 
support ConVerdant 

Vehicles identity and should 
be applied when creating all 
ConVerdant Vehicles Assest 
and communications.  Listed 
next to color swatch is the 

CMYK and RBG details of 
each Primary Color choice, 

In order to make sure 
each color selection is 
identical and precise.

To the right are the secondary colors which 
are a series of complimetary colors and are 

recquired when Creating Converdant Vehicles 
assets and commuications.  Listed next to 

the color swatch  is the CMYK and RGB
 details of each Secondary Color choice, 

listed next to each color is the situation in 
which they will be utilized and this is the only 

instances in which they will be used.  At no 
time should you use the color swatches in 

any other instance other than 
what is listed to the right.

Used on the t-shirt as a complementary 
color to the primary green swatch

Used on the t-shirt as a complementary 
color to the primary brown swatch

Used on the bottom of the letterhead 
as well as the PPT template.

Used on the leaves that you see on
 the PPT Template,Letterhead, 

and #10 Envelope.

Used soley on the metal plates that
 are going to be placed 
on ConVerdant Vehicles.

Used on the one color logo 
as well as all body text
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X Don’t use the symbol without the logotype

X Don’t Use unauthorized colors

X Don’t apply a drop shadow or glow

X Don’t apply any effects

X Don’t rotate the logo

X Don’t scale individual parts of the logo

X Don’t add components

X Don’t skew the logo 

X Don’t Change Color Components 
(Symbol Base is always the same color as Logotype)

A company logo is not 
only a valuable asset, it 
is the most visible and 

long lasting.  It stands to 
reason that incorrect 
application of a logo 

corrodes brand and visual 
intent.  The images to 

the left provide samples 
of logo misuse.
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46 Ridge Road Concord, NH 03301     603.225.742            plugin@converdant.biz

ConVerdant Vehicles LLC
46 Ridge Road
Concord, NH 03001

46 Ridge Road
Concord, NH 03301

Phone : 603-225-7422

Email : mollie@converdant.biz

Mollie Waterhouse
CEO/President

Our Stationary package is our primary means 
of communication and it is adimit that it 

reflects our identity.  We are sticking to one 
design format for all our coorperate

 stationary, in order to keep uniformity and 
avoid confusion.  Simplicity is what our brand 

was build off of and we like to keep the 
entire company running as so.  To the left you 

have a personal business card issued to all 
employees that include there name, position, 
phone and email contact.  Letterhead also to 

the left is a generic format with the 
 company logo, email address, phone and 

address.  Above is also  a generic 
#10 envelope for all our mailings 
and letters that we send out .
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Our Mission
ConVerdant Vehicles LLC [ConVerdant] is 

a leading vendor of green vehicle con-

versions in New England. ConVerdant 

Vehicles is a sales and service dealership 

for various manufacturers. We provide 

New England-wide sales, installation 

and service for our lines of Plug-In hybrid 

conversions, and USA-wide shipment of 

our Plug-Out kits. ConVerdant Vehicles 

has sales and service capabilities in Con-

cord, NH and is developing an expanding 

network of authorized sales and service 

locations throughout New England and 

the country.

ConVerdant Vehicle

46 Ridge Road

Concord, NH 03301

1.603.225.7433

sales@converdant.biz

Imagine driving your hybrid car and getting 2-3 times better mileage.  

Imagine driving without engine noise, emissions, or gasoline.  Adding 

more battery means the hybrid will use the electric side more, offset-

ting fuel use.  Adding a plug [and battery] means you tap into a cleaner 

and cheaper source of fuel, Electricity. You see, electricity is 1/3 the cost 

of gasoline/diesel per mile! And as pump prices rise, you will save even 

more. What’s more, electric drive is completely clean [no emissions at 

the car], and only 1/3 the emissions per mile from the grid vs gasoline 

diesel engines. So every mile driven on electric power decreases your

carbon footprint, improves your MPG, and saves you money.

ConVerdant Vehicles offers the ultimate in greening your hybrid car 

with our Plug-in Kits from Plug-In Supply [PSI, from California, 

Plug-in Supply website].  These kits are robustly designed, made in 

America, and wonderfully reliable.  See the PSI videos of the kits and 

driving experience.

Our Plug-In conversions support a growing list of hybrid models:

 Prius [generation 2 and 3, 2004+]

 Escape Hybrid [any year]

ConVerdant has engaged a highly experienced hybrid car service 

company, Weed Family Automotive, in Concord NH as our lead 

installation-service location, and only one so far.  Weed Family 

Automotive is one of the most capable and experienced car and hybrid 

service companies in NH with years of experience and staff training. 

Warranty:  The PSI Kits are covered by a 2-3 year warranty on parts, 

and a 30 day installation warranty for labor. 

Plug-In Kits for Hybrids

More Battery = Better Mileage = Less Fuel!  

Our Mission
ConVerdant Vehicles LLC [ConVerdant] is 
a leading vendor of green vehicle con-
versions in New England. ConVerdant 
Vehicles is a sales and service dealership 
for various manufacturers. We provide 
New England-wide sales, installation 
and service for our lines of Plug-In hybrid 
conversions, and USA-wide shipment of 
our Plug-Out kits. ConVerdant Vehicles 
has sales and service capabilities in Con-
cord, NH and is developing an expanding 
network of authorized sales and service 
locations throughout New England and 
the country.

ConVerdant Vehicle

46 Ridge Road
Concord, NH 03301

1.603.225.7433

sales@converdant.biz

Add our simple Plug-Out kit to your Hybrid [with or without our 
Plug-In kit] and produce power for days on end, with a minimum of 
fuel use. Just connect the Plug-Out to the hybrid, run an extension 
cord from your car to the house, campsite, worksite, or tailgate party 
and enjoy the power.  Connect any appliances and devices, just don’t 
exceed the kit’s power rating.  No kidding, your Hybrid as a 
generator too!  We off er two kit styles:

 Basic Kits for any Hybrid [smaller capacity]

 Island Kits for the Prius and a growing list of other hybrids 
 [higher capacity]

Th ey are quieter, cleaner, long lasting, far more effi  cient, and lower 
maintenance than any store bought generator.
Take the Prius’ start-stop technology; it only runs the engine [generator] 
when the battery gets too low and only until it is recharged. Th at’s
 good for big savings on fuel. And longer intervals between refi lls.

Does your Hybrid car always start? Indeed it does. It’s used all the time. 
But, not so for most generators. You’d have to put alot of time and/or 
money into keeping a generator ready for emergencies. Now let’s talk 
about noise and exhaust. Generators are so loud they keep you and 
your neighbors distracted and awake. And the exhaust is odorous and 
dirty. But when your hybrid car runs, you can barely hear it, or smell it. 
And of course, sometimes it’s not running at all! Th ere’s just no 
comparison.

ConVerdant’s Plug-Out Power System installs easily into your Hybrid 
car and turns it into an ultra quiet, clean, effi  cient and reliable generator. 
You’ll use a fraction of the fuel, thanks to the Hybrid’s Stop-Start 
technology, and have power where you need it.

Plug-Out Kits for Hybrids

Hybrids as Emergency Generators!

Data sheets are an important foundation for our compnay we use these as 
educators on the products as well as informational guides for customers 

looking to puchase a Plug-In Plug out Kit.  The Left Margin is used to show 
the Converdant Vehicle Mission statement as well as our address.  The 

compnay that we are supplying through may also add there address but 
must be first approved by our Art Director

The left column of the Data sheet 
is for the mission statement of the 
company first listed at the top.  In 

the green opacity box is our 
address, we reserve the right to 
approve if other companies ad-
dresses are added to that box.  
The green opacity leaves at the 

top are to remain untouched.  The 
green bar at the top is for the 

Header Title and it is to remain in 
the brown and right aligned.  Below 

the bar is the information, which 
the subtitle will be in green again 
right aligned.  The type is to be in 
the default type for your specific 

computer and is not to be changed 
to the Coolvetica required text.  If 

there is need for bullets we request 
you use the smaller opacity leaves 
and the color is not to be altered 

and the leaves are not to be rotat-
ed, resized or skewed.  The bottom 
green bar is only have the logo left 
aligned and there is to be no text 

entered this green bar at any time.
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Appareal for both sales consultants and retail sales should have the above ConVerdant Vehicles attribtuion 
in the standard apparel specifications, Mens shirt designs are presented on the left 

while womens are on the right.
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Insert the title of your
presentation here

Enter your subtitle or main
author’s name here

Our web based materials are not to be altered or changed in any way above is the 
Powerpoint Template Cover Page used for all ConVerdant Vehicle presnetations and 

sale pitches.  To the left is our Registration Button and its purpose it to drive a 
consistent call to action for potential customers as well as current customers.  These 

buttons must be provided and communicated to all 
ConVerdant Vehicle clients and partners.
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Use only one ConVerdant Vehicle Signature on each page of the 
website no matter the amount of product or services.  Select the 

signature that is apporpriate for the content of the page.  The 
above page is an example homepage which only needs the use of 
the ConVerdant Vehicle typeface rather than use of the logo.  The 

website is required to be updated on a weekly basis.  Never Dis-
play outdated ConVerdant Identity graphics and other 

resellers are also required to updtae the communications to
 reflect the current graphic standards in these guidelines.
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ConVerdant VehiclesConVerdant Vehicles

ConVerdant Vehicle Tradeshows educate 
prespective clients and companys on the 

ConVerdant Mission and the integrity of the 
brand.  The car to the left is a standard model and 

will be leased for tradeshow use upon request. 
The poster above is standard again and is required 

to be displayed where the car is on display in 
order for customers and possible clients to 

contact us with purchasing options as well as 
able to get additional information if a sales 

associate is not present.


